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Abstract 
Art, right from classical period, shows cultural interest in the depiction of 

voluptuous paintings. As an engagement that mirrors specific traditional setting, 

various genre of artistic creation took to celebrative paintings that emphasis 

distinct bodily carves and forms of their subject –which may embody erotic 

gestures somehow. Whereas a good number of these nude, and semi-nude 

painting are contrived to celebrate certain cultural activities –with all attendant 

emotions that induces the formal rendition, some are composed either to excoriate 

or vilify their subject, and others, to amuse the viewer. This paper sets to establish 

that whereas this creative expressions may have a universal outlook, its purpose 

and meanings always allude to specific social ethos. This proposition is advanced 

using the paintings of two Nigeria artist namely: Muri Adejimi, and El-Dragg 

Okwoju as a study. The result reveals that all thematic appellations in art, and the 

visual elements that constitutes such art work reflects distinct socio-cultural reality 

that may be misinterpreted outside this cultural parameters, and thus, may lose its 

meaning aesthetically and otherwise. 
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Introduction  

Bare feminine figurations overtime have been used in Fine Art as muse for varied 

assumptions. Historically nude pictures and its representation in modern art hinges more 

often on cultural niceties. However, the varied interpretations that greats this formal 

representations oftentimes tilts towards racial gaze. Some examples of such 

representations historically trace trajectories that dichotomized anatomical structures of 

Western models as against that of African descents. This is representative of ascriptions 

following stereotyped black female bodies whose ‘abnormal’ sexual organs elicits interest. 

Instructively, Ruskin J. (1819 -1900), Gilman, S. (1985) Hassan S. and Desir-Davis D. (1997), 

Myers, B. E. (1997) Filani K. (2003),Sowole, T (2017) all gave incisive accounts of nudity in 
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painting and how racial gaze formulates its purpose and meaning. While Ruskin presented 

the inclusion of female nude in paintings by Venetian painters as a natural reaction to 

social behaviours, without any curious attachments, Gilman, Hassan and Desir-Davis 

contextualized the fixation of Western scrutiny on a probable anatomical disorder on the 

part of Western interest on African nudity. Kunle Filani, Tajudeen Sowole, and Hyacinth 

Lalah expresses the individualism evident in contemporary creative delivery and how the 

domestication of cultural niceties in paintings by contemporary African artist inscribes 

different meaning in womanish bare bodies.   

  

Howbeit, the gaze and preponderant narrative of the West seeking possible abnormalities 

to highlight as lots of Africans gave rise to nude visual of a black South African who was 

undressed and “put on display in Europe both as ‘medical curiosity’, and a public 

spectacle”. The attraction her bodily endowment had on western artists, who documented 

the appearance of her “genitals and generously proportioned hips” is captured in Sander 

Gilman’s literary account where she gave an illustrative overview of astonishments that 

greeted her appearance, and the part Alexander Dunlop a ship Surgeon played in tricking 

her out of her village in South Africa for such inglorious Sojourn in Europe. That AD 1810 

voyage to England and France according to Sander Gilman (1985), was meant foremost to 

present her as a subject for many illustrations, drawings and paintings made by European 

artists in the 1800s, providing them with the opportunity to present “sexualized image of 

a ‘Black-Woman’ in the guise of scientific objectivity”. 

 

 Conversely, the 16th century Venetian painters depicted nude feminine poses without 

elaborate portrayal of fleshy female buttocks and exposed genitals for want of modesty. 

John Ruskin (1819 – 1900) So, even where “they painted fearlessly with all right and natural 

qualities” Ruskin further stresses, such depictions were done not as a bait that holds “any 

overpowering attractive influence on any man” but just a response to societal attitudes and 

trending behaviors among certain categories of people. So, making the female body by the 

Venetian artists stand “pure as that of a Greek statue” to speaks of refinements and 

infusion of anatomical specifications and accuracy in Ruskin’s opinion. Evidently, the 

developments in this genre of art from Giorgione’s “Fete Champetre” and Marc-Antonio 

Raimondi’s engravings of “The Judgment of Paris” (1505-1510, and 1525-1530 respectively) 

characterize feminine figures metaphorically alluding to beauty and refined bodies. There 

was none geared towards damnable stereotypes of any anatomical incongruity among the 

Western societies in the aforementioned paintings. Continuation in these genre of art saw 

the depiction of engrossed fun-seekers in Manet’s “Luncheon on the Grass” (1863) and 

Courbet’s “The Painters Study (1855). In these, both Gustav Courbet, and Manet painted 

against the backdrop of social niceties in French’s Modern societies. As the result of this, 
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nude paintings was expectedly geared towards attracting attention. Their classical 

opposite saw the making of impressive impact based on the fact that the masculinities and 

refined bodies with which the Greek art celebrated athletic bodies, especially male frames 

shun the sensuous aspect in their emphasis of the anatomical congruency and refinement. 

So, even where the genitals were present, its inclusion rest solely as a show of wholeness 

and exactitude.  

 

In African, the formal representation of nudity in art has its root in traditional sculptures, 

and figurines with an effeminate preferences. The inclusion of the genital in the sculptures, 

no matter how obscene it appears, tilts towards particular purpose unrelated to those of 

Western cultures, but rather, geared towards celebrating fertility and motherhood. 

However, the post-colonial creative purview in Africa, especially Nigeria, where the 

exigency of synthesizing the Western artistic parameters with the local content saw the 

“balancing of interest between both cultures” Filan, K. (2003). This epochal intertwine of 

Western artistic premises with that of traditional African societies created variants of 

artistic spectacle amongst the modern artists in Nigeria. Inadvertently, such revolutionary 

change in artistic directions of the 20th century manifest predominantly in what Jegede, D. 

(1984) calls. “Individualistic and elitist gestures” as a result of the influx of art materials 

coupled with the attendant ideas and techniques hitherto alien to their forerunners. 

Expectedly, this admixture of distinguishable creative conventions inspired a kind of 

dynamism of pictorial forms which began to manifest in realistic paintings that thrived in 

celebration of cultural activities. This creative space happens to be where the artistic 

adventures of the likes of El-Dragg Okwoju and Muri Adejimi, both of whom are modern 

artist and of whose innovative creative commodities sits authoritatively atop the upper 

echelon of creative gifting.  

 

Background, Influences, and Perspectives of Artists. 

El-Dragg Okwoju Leonard was born in Yaba, in Lagos State in the late 50s. He is of Delta 

parentage with his mother coming from the Igbo speaking areas of the state. He had his 

early education in Benin City where he attended St. James Primary School, Benin city, 

between 1969 and 1973. From this point, he proceeded to Eghosa Grammar school –still in 

Benin City, in 1973 –where he graduated in 1978. Although El-Dragg had a very strong 

flair for science subjects, and had wanted to study Engineering course in the University, 

‘his real calling’ undermined that as his desire to create artistic works manifested to 

motivated his activities in life. As he noted, “this was instrumental to my discovering my 

innate talent, and this led to my studying fine art in the University of Benin between 1981 

and 1985 specializing in paining. Egwu, (2004) 
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Fortunate enough, to go the right way, the joy of painting saw him back to the University 

of Benin just a year later, after his service year; for a Master’s Degree program which he 

completed in 1988. He currently teaches painting in the same University where he got his 

academic training. His creative dexterity knows no bounds as he received several awards 

and accolades as a student then, and as a Lecturer presently. Among these awards are: 

Fasuyi Art price for Best Student in Painting (1985), The Best Lecture of the Year (2000) 

among others.  

  

Mr. El-Dragg Okwoju’s choice of painting to a very large extent yields positive results as 

his acceptance by the very best Art galleries in and outside of Nigeria attests to their 

demand. The reason for his visibility within the contemporary art scene is encapsulated 

thus: “El-Dragg in terms of acceptance has become a house-hold name in the lips of art 

collectors. His phenomenal use of cultural activities as energizing frontiers in his creation 

of thought provoking works which can never be ignored remains the collectors delight. 

(Mrs Chukwuma O. curator African Foundation for the arts) His pre-university paintings 

were mainly of poster colours in monochrome. ‘Dragg’, as he is fondly called, have been 

described as the foremost surrealist in Nigeria. While some just see him as a super-realistic 

painter, he sees himself as “just a painter” who visualizes his thoughts painterly on 

canvass. As he remarks:  “I just paint my thoughts pulling in those cultural activities and 

tales I grew up seeing, or hearing about”. He is married, with two children. His full name 

is Okwoju El-Delrhaghetta Oghmar Obagor Uchechukwu Leonaro  (Egwu, 2004:5). 

Muri Adejimi 

  

Although Muri Adejimi is said to have been born in 1960, based on some records of him 

showing such birth date, several academic writings about him suggests he was actually 

born in 1958. Archiving the contributions of Adejimi, under the topic, Odiboh, F. (2017) 

outlines the trajectories of his training and gifting that blends to constellate his artistic 

mastering. Introducing the man ‘Muri Adejimi’, he filed behind those that circumscribes 

his birth date within 1958. Born in the hinterland town of Osun State known as Ede. His 

penchant for creative activities saw him panting after a particular tutelage to enhance his 

abilities and understanding of art. This saw him relocating to Lagos where his creative 

potentials was nurtured and watered by the prolific, and super realist artist, Abayomi 

Barber. His enlistment into the Abayomi Barber School, an art school that became an arm 

of the Centre for Cultural Studies in the University of Lagos in 1973, became the port 

through which he sets sail, in his artistic adventure. 

  

His love for the works of Abayomi Barber ignited his penchant proficiency which was the 

estate of his instructor and mentor, and a foremost follower of El-Salvadour Dali in his 
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dreamlike configurations with which they deliver their super realistic and photo-finish 

paintings. This ranks him among the very best in contemporary artists in African. Listed 

among the “Who is Who” in the International Art Repository of the Smithsonian Institute 

where several articles from the likes of Freeborn Odiboh and Wahab Ademola Azeez keep 

adding glorious testimonies of his revered creative attributes. He have participated in 

several exhibitions in Nigeria, other African and European countries. Introspecting into 

this versed accolades, Sowole (2017) affirms Adejimi’s lean on ‘super realism as Surrealistic 

expressions that tellingly characterize his array of paintings. This he avers to, make his 

paintings remain a delightful masterpieces in the sight of Art connoisseurs, Art critics, Art 

historians and enthusiasts who marvels at his painstaking details and true to nature 

depictions of his subjects.     

 

Philosophical Orientation and Difference in Mode of Training 

The mode of training for Okwoju and Adejimi may be of different setting, but their 

ideological fronts remain quite the same. “Described as a creative genius already made, 

but legitimized by the art workshop centre that give him informal training, Ademola 

Azeez  (2017) presents Muri Adejimi as a talented artist that fits into contemporary 

definition of a modern Nigerian artist. His enlistment into the Centre for Cultural Studies 

that housed the Abayomi Barber School where he received his semi-academic training in 

art notwithstanding, his inbuilt talent becomes what Freeborn Odiboh (2009) refered to as 

“a sign post that indicates his artistic destiny and the dexterity with which he appropriates 

those forms, motifs, and patterns in his captivating paintings. All these attributes 

constitutes the reasons why Ademola Azeez outlines his exploits despite his semi-

academic training in the informal school of art. The contemporaneity of his artistic ascent 

makes irrelevant the need for formal school passage –as he stands in every right a modern 

Nigeria artist whose profile keeps rising in a positive direction when it comes to 

contemporary artists in Africa. The sameness between him and Okwoju rails on the fact 

that both Okwujo and Adejimi had talents working for them before their advent into the 

classrooms where their artistic potentials were nurtured further. Okwoju perchance for 

creative modeling and painting started much earlier before his exit from secondary school.  

  

His training at the University of Benin just became a rejuvenation that prepared him for a 

broad visage in the world of art. In a way, this was also open to Adejimi because of the 

exposures their closeness to Abayomi Barber whose works already had a global visibility. 

His training under him quite provided this global ideology as well as how to import the 

modern ways of telling the stories visually into his works.  

The philosophical orientation of both Adejimi and Okwoju synchronized in such a way 

that the synthesizing of the academic method of artistic creation using methods and 
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materials that are basically Western and Modern, blends seamlessly with their ideal 

purview which remained glued to the cultural specifics that tell their stories. In so many 

ways, their abilities to herm-in complexities into the simple expressions of realistic 

semblance of traditional dances becomes an advantage. This is evident where their works 

flaunts that signature aesthetics in such a way that the coalesced black skinned maidens 

speaks of perfect compositions that rides on adequate principles of art. 

 

Art Creation, technique and Public Acceptance 

In a postmodern era where realism and other figural representation is seen in some 

quarters as a non-reflexive contemplation, Okwjou and Adejimi works thrives in every 

wise in both local and international scene. In such era where experimentation into the wild 

spheres of conventionalism in art has gained so much ground, Okwoju and Adejimi 

continues to mine in their cultural space where pictorial sameness of human appearances 

announce the beauties of African woman. This they do burrowing new channels that 

exposes the rich untapped deposits in African culture so refreshing with newness that is 

eternal. Their technique, and subject matter presents works that are so original in its right 

as Max Raphael (1968) suggest that “Originality is not the urge to be different from others 

to produce the bound new, (but) to grasp the origin, the roots of both ourselves and things” 

Concerned with ‘those misconception’ that figurative paintings are no longer in demand 

among art lovers, Okwujo says: “The question of originality has made some artist deviate 

from their major focus, their style, and their technique to embrace that which they belief is 

in vogue.”  Thus, Sticking to the ‘true to life’ depiction of their subject stems from this 

understudying that originality does not only dwell in doing away with the Greek theories 

of art, to embrace the de-materialization or distortion of outer realities. Their uniqueness 

and technique of delivery resides in the understanding that in art as expressed by Nwoko 

D.(1987), “Things in the world are products of their environment and the diversity in 

nature is such that no two things are completely alike”. Principally, the expressive nature 

of their artworks rides on this premise, and in a way, finds realization because they are 

able to translate their thoughts based on their cultural nuances which evidences in their 

visual portrayals of their uniqueness. 

  

However, in so many ways, Okwoju and Adejimi do not just copy the cultural scenes into 

their canvasses, but create a mental ideation of specific cultural interest that tell a story 

about their cultural niceties.  This, with reflexive contrivance is given specific 

expressiveness that no two painting receives the same workings. With this technique, the 

beauty in African cultural space is expressed in artistic convention while giving it 

individual touch. In so doing, their art materialized with this understanding of art as the 

very best convention that tells the uniqueness of a culture. These they extracts through 
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their art by expropriating that uniqueness and taking ownership by way of individual 

representations. In replete affirmations, the acceptance of Okwoju and Adejimi art is 

without doubt. According to most of gallery owners, notably, Mr. Rahman Akar whose 

gallery boost of having the best collection of the art works of notable artists in Nigeria. His 

account of Adejimi and Okwoju clearly underscores the high level patronage and the 

demands –which stretches their creative impute to meet up. Accordingly, most of the 

collectors deal directly with the artists whose works are rarely seen hanging on the walls 

of any gallery –except for an occasional exhibitions which are seldom meant for sale. This 

is buttressed by sowole T. (2017) whose reminiscence on Adejimi saw him admiring most 

of the work on display but saddened that such rarely seen works were not put out for sale. 

He underscores the high level of demand that takes the works directly off the easels of 

these highly sort after artists.      

 

Analysis of the Artists Works, Thematic Orientation and Styles of Delivery 

                                        
Plate 1: El-Dragg Okwoju, Sirrenes, Oil on Canvass,  (2015), 120cm X152cm 

 

This painting entitled “Sirrenes” falls within what Okwoju calls “Series of Fire Dance”. In 

it, Okwoju churns out in captivating mannerism those rhythmic display of feminine 

figures that makes one’s choice of a favorite an uphill task. The most astonishing aspect of 
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this artistic configuration resides in his ability to interestingly weave a known cultural tales 

with such visual freshness by cloaking it with captivating application of colourful scenery 

that indulges one’s attention. This masterly finesse is evidently present in the “Sirrenes”.  

In this ‘Oil on Canvass’  painting, measuring 48 x 60, Okwoju dishes out the luminosities 

of female figures with precise contours- not as a demonstration of joyous or jubilant 

damsels; but a demonstration or show of solidarity to the survivors of the horrendous 

kidnaps that goes on in the country. His choice of beautiful maidens underscores the evil 

of refilling the young beautiful; and innocent girls that are puked up from their school on 

regular basis by the dreaded Boko Haram and other Bandits. Painted in 2015, and given to 

Modupe  Ozulue, whose Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) sort –among other 

things to bring to the world notice the abuse and inhuman treatment that goes on even in 

the supposed, safe abode for the displaced called Nigerian citizens called (I.D.P) Camp. 

This “Sirrenes” as Ozulue notes, exposes the feminine figures as a n adorable gift from God 

that should not be molested, but rather appreciated to maintain the intent and purposes 

for which God gave woman to man. 

  

In sirrenes” Okwoju features 6 noticeable damsels with having sizes and build. Although 

there are some infused female figures at the background the prominence of the six figures 

in flowing skirts and costumes suggests a soil of choreographed dancing. The uniformity 

of their pose and customes that see them bending slightly backwards with their hands 

placed behind their well nurtured hair-do, which is stylishly packed at the back of their 

head. Their pose projects their slightly veiled bare breasts with all attendant firmness that 

suggests purity, or virginity. The rhythmic flow of their skirts with varying colours keeps 

in mind the various ethnic variants that suffer the misdeeds of Boko Haram and Banditry 

in Nigeria.  Apart from one of the female figures that looks ambivalently straight into the 

eyes of the viewers as if in protest, all other ones shut their eyes in what may be interpreted 

to mean ecstasy –while the theme, and title, suggests an anguish disposition. Okwoju’s 

choice of colours –starting from the yellowish bright colours that characterizes ‘fire’, or 

desperate situation, to the reddish background that helps in accentuating the sensuousness 

that first greets any viewer. But whichever way it stricks the observer, the painting tells a 

tale of vulnerability, and the fragility of the girls child in the face of terror and high level 

of insecurity in the country. 
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                              Plate 2: El-Dragg Okwoju, Fire Dance, (2004), 110cm X148cm  

 

This painting belongs to the ‘Fire Dance series’, a kind of frenzied traditional dance steps 

of the maidens or matrons El-Dragg Okwoju uses to capture the ‘African women dance’ 

steps as exemplified in Fela Anikulapo-kuti’s song “Lady”. The “Fire Dance” theme is 

reinforced by the rhythmic dance steps that showcases feminine exuberances; and rigorous 

movements of the entire body by African women dancers. This Okwoju contrasts against 

the psychedelic dance steps of “Lady Dance” with all its ‘supposed’ dreariness and self-

conceitedness as illustrated by the said Fela’s song in furtherance of their authoritarian 

nature in contrast to the humility and submissive nature of African woman.    

  

The painting has a predominantly reddish orange hue with streaks of yellow ochre, and 

grey patches that sustains the solidity of the forms just as the she shadows compliments 

such firmness. The entire canvas is segmented by a central figure whose emblazing 

physique adorns the unique tapestries of celebrative accessories in traditional African 

societies. The dancers behind her are in a roll dancing in a circular form. The closest figures 

to her on both sides have definitive shapes, and vivid hues while the sequence of others 

continues to fade gradually into the background.  This painterly gesture in used by the 

artist to capture the circular dance path of the matrons in any cultural dance formation. 

The rhythmic dance steps of the central figure, with her superlative body frame and 

proportionate height gives her a status that reinforces her beauty. The emphasis on her 

protuberant firm breast and delightful dance steps suggests the purity that is exemplified 
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in the maidens whose virginity is expected to stay intact till this period of celebrative move 

from maidenhood into adulthood. 

 

The frenzied jubilatory dance steps of the elderly matrons suggest not just a dance 

ensemble, but a factotum of activities that heralds that endorsement of a pure maidens’ 

rite of passage into adulthood. Their eclectic weave of costumes suggest a uniformity of a 

sort in most of such activities in various African societies. The beads worn on their waists, 

their necks, their wrist, and the ankle captures distinct domestic traditional adornments in 

most Nigerian cultural settings, especially, the South Eastern region and their South 

Southern counterparts. Although such costume for maiden dance is not wide spread 

among the people South Western  due to their cultural tilt towards ‘Aso Oke’ cloth, there 

is a good number of them that adorn such costumes during cultural outings, especially 

‘Ilajes’ and those living along the coastal areas. The hairdo, outside of the beads that rims 

the hairline would have been mistaken for the South African traditional dance caps. 

However, the flatness of the hairdo, and the known cultural attunement to beading 

jewelries clearly indicates its Edo origin with the strings of beads that cross-crosses their 

torso and hanging in between the bare breast reinforcing this ownership. Apart from the 

fact that the flowing skirts accentuates the perfect feminine figures and anatomical 

correctness, its show of modernity illustrates the hybrid dressing culture that trends even 

among the rural dwellers in Africa. 

  

The dimensionality of human anatomy played a dramatic role here: as the artist exhibited 

a high level of apprehension of human form. The frontal positioning of the main subject 

with all its attendant sensuous appearances cannot be counted or filed among the nude 

contemplations as the painterly effect “takes the rude of the nude” while presenting only 

the beauty of African culture as well as the anatomical flawlessness of her effeminate 

mannerism. 
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    Plate 3: Eldragg Okwoju,  Yemoja II, Oil on Canvass 160cm X 120 cm 

  

“Yemoja II” is a water goddess in Yoruba mythology. She is regarded as the ruler of the 

underworld, and, the goddess of beauty. A lot of study have been carried on this mythical 

figure by both professional as well as upcoming artistes. One of the most striking rendition 

of this creature is that of a monumental sculptural piece rendered in super realism by 

Abayomi Barber (  ). However El-Dragg Okwoju’s painting representing this mystic figure 

in semi terrestrial anatomy not only expresses those attributes the Yoruba legend accords 

her, but characterizes her unique embodiments symbolically capturing her authority and 

charm. The water goddess here is shown in her queenly attributes emerging with 

grandeur, and flanked on both sides by high and low aquatic creatures that ordinarily 

would pose a dangerous company to ordinary being. The painting has a centralized 

highlights that portrays the beautifully rendered figure in a gliding swim with all 

adornments that underscores the contextual accompaniments of beauty and wealth 

attributable to Yemoja and her regal qualities.   

  

The high focal lights illuminates the figures just as it accentuates the depth and beauty of 

the sea bed where the treasures of Yemoja –in Yoruba mythology is embedded. The human 

likeness of the beautiful figure is so sticking and complete with every embodiments of 

queenly beauty. Her luminous hair with its well nurtured strands proportionately swirls 

on both sides of the head hiding the lower part where the supposed caudal fins shows 

without the scaly parts. The curls of the partly shown fins moves rhythmically in response 

to the waves while adjoining the spread of the long and flowing hair curls. The head tilts 
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sensuously to the right -suggestive of a glide through her domain in total contentment and 

self-admiration. The hand stretches backwards with open palm and fingers to help in 

propelling her forward movement. The left hand projects forward in a diagonal form with 

openness as if in a bid to grab something; but the summing stride creates an understanding 

of its readiness to scoop water backwards for an enhanced forward mobility. Her endowed 

and firm looking breasts is half way covered by a mussel-like shell that takes the place of 

a brassiere. Her gold necklace swings back and forth in resonance to the wave their 

movement creates. For want of decency, the most sensitive parts of her breast. (nipples) 

are ideated using the fulcrum edge of the  wavy mussel shell that cups her voluptuous 

mammillated chest. Her stride inadvertently projects the unique formations of her bosom 

region which are rendered in chocolate brown to underscore that African decent evidenced 

in Yoruba ethnic group. While there is a very big dolphin; and a supporting shark that 

swims above and beneath her respectively in the similitude of bodyguards, the little 

beautiful fishes demonstrate in form of admiration directly below her raised torso.   

  

The brightness of the light that floods the bed of the ocean gives radiance to the distinctive 

compartments of the painting somehow to make a compositional whole. The dexterous 

harmonization of all element of the painting speaks of the artist’s clear understanding of 

the mental visage of aquatic splendors. The artist’s use of reflections that interweaves on 

the hand, the body, the hair, and the fins gives such a professional touch to the finishing 

he achieved in the painting. The gold colour of the brassier, and the unique composition 

of all the colours in the painting reflects on the caudal fin with such kaleidoscopic 

variegation. The unique apprehension occasioned by the diagonal glide of the subject 

leaves a thoughtful sureness of dramatic spectacle with which the artists visualized the 

underwater scenery.  One of the sticking spectacle, though a little bit tucked away to the 

right side of the canvas is a shark that gazes ambivalently at the central figure right as if in 

wonderment of what it sees. In creating a harmonious whole, the artist used a cerulean 

blue to underscore the beauty and colours of the ocean. This is complimented with streaks 

of light magenta that fades into the purplish colours to contrast the bright bluish hues and 

the dark umbers adjoining the faded yellow orches. 

 

In this painting El-Dragg portrays the attributes of womanishness with all appurtenances 

of feminine gifting, especially when it comes to African woman and the superlative 

sensuality of their mythical goddesses who are seen as images of perfection. Using the 

Yoruba mythology of goddess of the sea “Yemoja”, Okwoju metaphorically adduced the 

residency of flawlessness and unique bodily anatomy when it comes to the African women 

. His choice of colour leaves on one in doubt of the race, and even where it suggest marine 
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creatures, the human attributes is so strikingly identified by the exclusion of the parts that 

is scaled, and the bubbles that suggest breathing. 

 

 

                         
                       Plate 4: Muri Adejimi, Maiden Voyage, Oil on Canvass, (2001) 180cm X 120cm  

 

“Maiden Voyage” is an ‘Oil on Canvass’ painting by Muri Adejimi, measuring 140cm X 

100cm, and painted in the year 1986.  It is one of Adejimi’s expositions of womanish 

attributes of African maidens and their beautiful attributes. In this, there is a central figure 

that resembles a cat-walking damsel. This maiden strikes a pose before a group of people 

whose astonishment amid some applauds clearly tilts towards certain ethnic attributes and 

cultural significations. This also, in a way, conclusively explains the artist’s preference for 

such title for the work. In this picturesque representation of a parade arcade, there are two 

silhouetted figures at the left hand side whose raised hands –with clinched fists specifically 

captures the traditional Yoruba way of signaling their approval or endorsement. This is 

evidently seen when there is an overwhelming approval of one’s exceptional qualities. In 

such cases, endorsements in their local parlance such as ‘omorere’ (good or beautiful child) 

rents the air. This seems to be the case here with such electrifying atmosphere.  There are 

clapping from the right flank where one seated figure matches that of a woman-even 

where it may not be obvious. 

  

The figure right behind the damsel look more like a drummer, or a xylophonist who beats 

to the tune that synchronizes with the supposed praise (oriki) for those who sing praises 

for people. The chaotic brush strokes that creates somewhat of a transparent cellophane in 

which the damsel is delivered to the admiration of the audience leaves much to be teased 
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out of the painter’s motives behind the painting. While it may go for a runway cat-walking 

maiden in a village setting, as espoused by sowole (2007), the variegated scenery suggests 

so many other situations that may be completely out of place if narrowed down to sowole’s 

conclusion. 

  

The pose of the maiden, and her debonair mood equally rules out the possibility of being 

offered for sale as the transparent veil that seem to cover her, folds rhythmically towards 

a particular person at her left hand side, while the feminine figure sits relaxed right in front 

of her. The object that is kept in front of the female figure suggest a keg of palm wine with 

a drinking cup that serves as the cover. All the constellations of traditional activities leaves 

one guessing at the real reason behind the vaguely titled painting. Going by the fact that 

the audience at the distant horizon are all blurry to locate any single identifiable activity, 

the hilly atmosphere nonetheless suggests rural dwellings just as the attires of the 

silhouetted audience supports such assumptions. However, the identifiable cap that 

frames the head of one of the figures points to those of Southeastern among the group. 

This is away leads more astonishment to the puzzle. To give endorsement to sowole’s 

analysis is to consent to the fact that there is no distinct explanation that connects more 

than the mixed configuration which the artist might have infused together to drive home 

his point.  

  

The representation of diverse ethnic groups within the audience speaks of the artist’s 

visual identification of cultural relatedness, and the uniformity that can be found within 

every cultural divide when it comes to feminine attractions. Setting this creative adventure 

in a rural spot combines so many things in portraying the beauties of African woman and 

the pull it has on the male counterparts. Here, the damsel grips the attention of the men 

whose applauds may rest solely on the astonishing beauty before them. The figure ‘8’ 

statistic may not be so known, or a preference to the rural men, but the splendor of her 

beautiful body structure cannot be lost on them. Apart from the well fitted skirt that 

tappers upwards to wrap her tiny waist, the sensuousness of her well-shaped waist is 

delineated going by the flow of her wrapped around skirt. Even where the transparent veil 

smudges the vividness of her upper region, the emphasis given to her broad shoulders and 

her dangling hands help in accentuating her voluptuous and well-shaped breasts 

accommodated by her broad chest. Remarkably, the veil linen succeeded in hiding her 

nipples, but her endowed mammary endowments stares frontally at her admirers-which 

may answer to their fixated attentions. 

  

The painting shows a schematic lighting that comes from the distance behind the figure. 

The lighting that floods the supposed stage and popular audience gives a better visage to 
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the silhouetted figures that suggests their importance in this contraction. The use of 

cerulean blue at the far right hand side –which blend into the very light yellow orders 

creates a cascading flood at light to the centre. The brilliant red colour that splashes across 

the not too distinct form in what looks like a xylophone creates a contrast to form warm 

colours. The green skirts worm by the maiden is harmed with a golden rim that 

compliments the gold looking bare breast that could be mistaken for a brassier. The same 

goes for her scarf. Her other accessories are just beads that she wore on her waist, and some 

that circles her dainty legs. Her height and proportionate body structure makes her a 

delight and a beauty in all ramifications. 

 

 

                                  
                                    Plate 5: Muri Adejimi Bathing Exercise, 160cm X 120cm (2000) 

 

Conclusion 

El-Dragg and Muri Adejimi’s works do not just show mere transition from the traditional 

African space; but rejuvenation of the cultural activities in such a way that their telling in 

visual expositions of rural countryside unapologetically sees the virtue in the uniqueness 

of African culture. Their visual account of cultural display and activities captures the 

innocence nude parade as they exemplifies the significance of maiden outings in open 

stream bathing arenas without any enclosures whatsoever.   By capturing these cultural 

niceties with emphasis in luminous female figures, the beauty, and anatomical shapes that 

are showcased in their paintings, the lush and proportional anatomies of black women 
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whose beauties are radiant and pleasing deconstructs the erroneous believes against 

Africans by the West. 
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